
Compact and stylish design 
The contemporary, lightweight design makes the BlackBerry Curve 

9350 smartphone easy to slide in your pocket, or hold in the palm of 

your hand. Stylize your social life with the sleek BlackBerry Curve 

9350 smartphone, made of premium materials and functional 

features, like seamlessly integrated volume, mute and convenience 

keys that are gathered along the continuous soft-touch band.

Loaded with features for substance,  
functionality and power 
A powerful engine with incredibly fast load times, 5MP camera 

with flash, crisp HVGA+ display, powered by Liquid Graphics™ 

technology and fast, easy connectivity deliver all the features  

you need for a fun, stylish and efficient BlackBerry smartphone 

experience. And, with a full BlackBerry keyboard that is spaced 

and shaped to perfection, you can BBM, Tweet or update  

your Facebook status to your heart’s content.1,2

Swift, simple, secure
Experience BlackBerry 7 OS. Packed with powerful new features 

and innovative apps, it delivers the smoothest and fastest  

BlackBerry experience to date – all on your very own stylish  

and fun BlackBerry Curve 9350 smartphone. Liquid Graphics 

technology gives you highly-responsive, fluid animations,  

the new BlackBerry® Browser allows for faster page loading,  

and voice-activated universal search enables quick, hands-free 

searches. What’s more, it has a variety of new, pre-installed  

apps and services like enhanced BBM, BlackBerry App World™, 

Music Storefront and more.1,2,6

Harness the power 

The BlackBerry Curve 9350 smartphone supports Near-Field 

Communication (NFC) technology, so you can experience a  

fresh new way to connect with the world around you. With NFC 

technology built right into your BlackBerry smartphone, you can 

securely pair and interact with other NFC-enabled products and 

services – with a simple tap.1,2

Music Storefront 

Powered by Amazon’s huge catalog of music, discover, instantly 

preview and buy songs or albums, virtually anywhere you want to. 

Tracks come to you via Wi-Fi® or over the air. Plus, you can integrate 

the songs you purchase from the Music Storefront into your playlists 

and keep your friends posted on whatever you’re listening to.1,6

Connect on a whole new level with BBM
Chat, flirt and build relationships – in real-time – with BlackBerry® 

Messenger (BBM). Plus, share your BlackBerry smartphone  

experiences using BBM connected apps. You can have a BBM 

chat without leaving your favorite app or even discover new apps 

through friends. Welcome to a whole new level of connectivity – 

you won’t know how you ever lived without it.1,2

Always be in the know 

Never waste a moment wondering if you’ve just received an email 

or BBM – or if someone’s just tagged you in an unflattering photo 

on Facebook. The beauty of your BlackBerry smartphone is that  

it harnesses push technology so you’ll always be in the know.1,2

Make it yours 

Your BlackBerry Curve 9350 smartphone is fully equipped  

right out of the box. Add powerful apps and tailored accessories  

to get even more from it. BlackBerry App World offers thousands 

of apps: games, social networking, online shopping, personal  

productivity and more. Then dress things up with BlackBerry® 

Authentic Accessories like Bluetooth® headsets and stylish cases 

made just for your smartphone. And get a BlackBerry Curve 9350 

smartphone that’s truly your own. 2,4

 Size (L x W x D) 109mm x 60mm x 11mm

 Display  2.44” HVGA + display  
480 x 360 pixel resolution at 246 ppi 

 Software  BlackBerry 7 OS

 Memory3   512MB on-board memory, expandable up to 
32GB via microSD card

 Battery Life5  CDMA Talk Time: up to 5.5 hours 
  CDMA Standby Time: up to 14.5 days  
  Video Playback: up to 9 hours  
  Audio Playback: up to 45 hours 
  (with headphones)  

 Camera   5MP camera, flash, image stabilization,  
face detection, digital zoom, scene modes, 
geo-tagging and VGA video recording 

 GPS   Integrated GPS with A-GPS ready  

 Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n enabled. Support for UMA

 Network   Dual Band: 800/1900 MHz CDMA/EVDO 
Rev A networks  
Tri Band: 800/1900/AWS MHz CDMA/EVDO 
Rev A networks  
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Compact and stylish design 
The contemporary, lightweight design makes the BlackBerry Curve 

9360 smartphone easy to slide in your pocket, or hold in the palm of 

your hand. Stylize your social life with the sleek BlackBerry Curve 

9360 smartphone, made of premium materials and functional 

features, like seamlessly integrated volume, mute and convenience 

keys that are gathered along the continuous soft-touch band.

Loaded with features for substance,  
functionality and power 
A powerful engine with incredibly fast load times, 5MP camera 

with flash, crisp HVgA+ display, powered by liquid graphics™ 

technology and fast, easy connectivity deliver all the features  

you need for a fun, stylish and efficient BlackBerry smartphone 

experience. And, with a full BlackBerry keyboard that is spaced 

and shaped to perfection, you can BBM, Tweet or update  

your Facebook status to your heart’s content.1,2

Swift, simple, secure
experience BlackBerry 7 OS. Packed with powerful new features 

and innovative apps, it delivers the smoothest and fastest  

BlackBerry experience to date – all on your very own stylish  

and fun BlackBerry Curve 9360 smartphone. liquid graphics 

technology gives you highly-responsive, fluid animations,  

the new BlackBerry® Browser allows for faster page loading,  

and voice-activated universal search enables quick, hands-free 

searches. What’s more, it has a variety of new, pre-installed  

apps and services like enhanced BBM, BlackBerry App World™, 

Music Storefront and more.1,2,6

Harness the power 

The BlackBerry Curve 9360 smartphone supports near-Field 

Communication (nFC) technology, so you can experience a  

fresh new way to connect with the world around you. With nFC 

technology built right into your BlackBerry smartphone, you can 

securely pair and interact with other nFC-enabled products and 

services – with a simple tap.1,2

Music Storefront 

Powered by Amazon’s huge catalog of music, discover, instantly 

preview and buy songs or albums, virtually anywhere you want to. 

Tracks come to you via Wi-Fi® or over the air. Plus, you can integrate 

the songs you purchase from the Music Storefront into your playlists 

and keep your friends posted on whatever you’re listening to.1,6

Connect on a whole new level with BBM
Chat, flirt and build relationships – in real-time – with BlackBerry® 

Messenger (BBM). Plus, share your BlackBerry smartphone  

experiences using BBM connected apps. You can have a BBM 

chat without leaving your favorite app or even discover new apps 

through friends. Welcome to a whole new level of connectivity – 

you won’t know how you ever lived without it.1,2

Always be in the know 

never waste a moment wondering if you’ve just received an email 

or BBM – or if someone’s just tagged you in an unflattering photo 

on Facebook. The beauty of your BlackBerry smartphone is that  

it harnesses push technology so you’ll always be in the know.1,2

Make it yours 

Your BlackBerry Curve 9360 smartphone is fully equipped  

right out of the box. Add powerful apps and tailored accessories  

to get even more from it. BlackBerry App World offers thousands 

of apps: games, social networking, online shopping, personal  

productivity and more. Then dress things up with BlackBerry® 

Authentic Accessories like Bluetooth® headsets and stylish cases 

made just for your smartphone. And get a BlackBerry Curve 9360 

smartphone that’s truly your own. 2,4

 Size (L x W x D) 109mm x 60mm x 11mm

 Display  2.44" HVgA + display  
480 x 360 pixel resolution at 246 ppi 

 Software  BlackBerry 7 OS

 Memory3   512MB on-board memory, expandable up to 
32gB via microSD card

 Battery Life5  gSM Talk Time: up to 5 hours 
  gSM Standby Time: up to 14 days 
  UMTS Talk Time: up to 5 hours 
  UMTS Standby Time: up to 12 days 
  Music Playback: up to 25 hours  
  Video Playback: up to 6 hours

 Camera   5MP camera, flash, image stabilization,  
face detection, digital zoom, scene modes 
and VgA video recording 

 GPS  Assisted, standalone and simultaneous gPS

 Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n enabled

 Network   Supported on 2g, 3g and HSPA voice  
and data networks including international 
roaming, consult your carrier for details
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Compact and stylish design 
The contemporary, lightweight design makes the BlackBerry Curve 

9370 smartphone easy to slide in your pocket, or hold in the palm of 

your hand. Stylize your social life with the sleek BlackBerry Curve 

9370 smartphone, made of premium materials and functional 

features, like seamlessly integrated volume, mute and convenience 

keys that are gathered along the continuous soft-touch band.

Loaded with features for substance,  
functionality and power 
A powerful engine with incredibly fast load times, 5MP camera 

with flash, crisp HVGA+ display, powered by Liquid Graphics™ 

technology and fast, easy connectivity deliver all the features  

you need for a fun, stylish and efficient BlackBerry smartphone 

experience. And, with a full BlackBerry keyboard that is spaced 

and shaped to perfection, you can BBM, Tweet or update  

your Facebook status to your heart’s content.1,2

Swift, simple, secure
Experience BlackBerry 7 OS. Packed with powerful new features 

and innovative apps, it delivers the smoothest and fastest  

BlackBerry experience to date – all on your very own stylish  

and fun BlackBerry Curve 9370 smartphone. Liquid Graphics 

technology gives you highly-responsive, fluid animations,  

the new BlackBerry® Browser allows for faster page loading,  

and voice-activated universal search enables quick, hands-free 

searches. What’s more, it has a variety of new, pre-installed  

apps and services like enhanced BBM, BlackBerry App World™, 

Music Storefront and more.1,2,6

Harness the power 

The BlackBerry Curve 9370 smartphone supports Near-Field 

Communication (NFC) technology, so you can experience a  

fresh new way to connect with the world around you. With NFC 

technology built right into your BlackBerry smartphone, you can 

securely pair and interact with other NFC-enabled products and 

services – with a simple tap.1,2

Music Storefront 

Powered by Amazon’s huge catalog of music, discover, instantly 

preview and buy songs or albums, virtually anywhere you want to. 

Tracks come to you via Wi-Fi® or over the air. Plus, you can integrate 

the songs you purchase from the Music Storefront into your playlists 

and keep your friends posted on whatever you’re listening to.1,6

Connect on a whole new level with BBM
Chat, flirt and build relationships – in real-time – with BlackBerry® 

Messenger (BBM). Plus, share your BlackBerry smartphone  

experiences using BBM connected apps. You can have a BBM 

chat without leaving your favorite app or even discover new apps 

through friends. Welcome to a whole new level of connectivity – 

you won’t know how you ever lived without it.1,2

Always be in the know 

Never waste a moment wondering if you’ve just received an email 

or BBM – or if someone’s just tagged you in an unflattering photo 

on Facebook. The beauty of your BlackBerry smartphone is that  

it harnesses push technology so you’ll always be in the know.1,2

Make it yours 

Your BlackBerry Curve 9370 smartphone is fully equipped  

right out of the box. Add powerful apps and tailored accessories  

to get even more from it. BlackBerry App World offers thousands 

of apps: games, social networking, online shopping, personal  

productivity and more. Then dress things up with BlackBerry® 

Authentic Accessories like Bluetooth® headsets and stylish cases 

made just for your smartphone. And get a BlackBerry Curve 9370 

smartphone that’s truly your own. 2,4

 Size (L x W x D) 109mm x 60mm x 11mm

 Display  2.44” HVGA + display  
480 x 360 pixel resolution at 246 ppi 

 Software  BlackBerry 7 OS

 Memory3   1GB on-board memory, expandable up to 
33GB via microSD card

 Battery Life5   CDMA Talk Time: up to 5.5 hours  
CDMA Standby Time: up to 14.5 days  
GSM Talk Time: up to 5 hours  
GSM Standby Time: up to 12.5 days  
Video Playback: up to 9 hours  
Audio Playback: up to 45 hours 
(with headphones)   

 Camera   5MP camera, flash, image stabilization,  
face detection, digital zoom, scene modes, 
geo-tagging and VGA video recording 

 GPS   Integrated GPS with A-GPS ready  

 Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n enabled. Support for UMA

 Network   Quad-Band: 850 / 900 / 1800 / 1900 MHz 
GSM/GPRS/EDGE networks  
Dual-Band: 800/1900 MHz CDMA/EVDO 
Rev A networks 

Specifications
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